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Abstract: Now a day clusters are more popular because of their parallel processing and super computing capabilities. 
Generally complicated processes needs more amount of time to run on single processor but same can give quick result on 
clusters because of their parallel execution capabilities due to their compute nodes. Typically this performance depends on 
which load balancing algorithm is running on the clustered system. The parallel programming on the cluster can achieve 
through massage passing interface or application programming interface (API). Though the load balancing algorithm 
distributing load among the compute nodes of the clusters, it needs parallel programming, hence MPI library plays very 
important role to build new load balancing algorithm. The workload on a cluster system can be highly variable, increasing the 
difficulty of balancing the load across its compute nodes. This paper proposes new dynamic load balancing algorithm, which 
is implemented on Rock cluster and maximum time it gives the better performance as compares with previous dynamic load 
balancing algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Scheduling of processes among the compute nodes of the 
cluster system has always been an important and challenging 
area of research. The research is more challenging because 
of the various factors involved in implementing a load 
balancing algorithm in clustered system. Some of these 
influencing factors are the parallel workload, presence of 
any sequential and/or interactive jobs, native operating 
system, node hardware, network interface, network, and 
communication software. The main objective of load 
balancing algorithm is to speed up the system and enhance 
super computing power within the clustered system. There 
are two main types of performing load balancing – static 
policy and dynamic policy. [9]. 

1.1. Static Load Balancing Policies  

Static load balancing policies judge system and 
application status statically and apply this information in 
decision making. The two renowned static policies are 
mentioned below. 

(1). Load-dependent static policy  
(2). Speed–weighted random splitting policy[8]. 

1.2. Dynamic Load Balancing Policies  

In dynamic policies, workload is distributed among the 
processors at run time. New processes are assigned to the 
processors based on the runtime information that is collected 
from each node. If each node in the system becomes 
overloaded, the task that causes this overloading should be 
transferred to an under loaded node and run there. Although 
the dynamic policies have many benefits and can adopt with 
the current state of the system, sometimes they will incur 
extra overhead on the system because of the process 
migration and reservation resources of the system for 
collecting the information of the current status of the system. 
The information exchange policy can obey one of the 
following policies [8]. 

(1). Periodic policies  
(2). Demand-driven policies  
(3). State-change-driven policies 
Load imbalance has three main sources; application 

imbalance, workload imbalance and heterogeneity of 
hardware resources. Application imbalance occurs when 
different parallel threads of computation take varying times 
to complete the super step. [20] [7] 
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Load balancing in the application level concentrates on 
minimizing the completion time of an application while load 
balancing in the system level is known as a distributed 
scheduling that is used for maximizing the throughput or 
utilization rate of the nodes. [1] 

1.3. Centralized and Decentralized Scheme  

In Centralized schemes, a central manager collects the 
information of each node and performs the decision making 
based on overall knowledge of the system. In a distributed 
load balancing scheme, each node makes decision based on 
its local knowledge. A neighbour based scheme is a 
distributed scheme that makes efficient load decisions 
without having any overall knowledge about the system.  

In Decentralized scheme each node can participate in load 
balancing decision, but distribution of load is depend upon 
complete knowledge i.e. load of each node. Here, each node 
uses same load distribution policy. Hence accordingly it 
distributes load using process transfer policy. (Parimah 
Mohammadpour, Mohsen Sharifi, Ali Paikan-2008 ) 
( Janhavi B,Sunil Surve ,Sapna Prabhu-2010 ) [8][5] 

1.4. Pre-Emptive and Non Pre-Emptive Load Balancing  

In non pre-emptive load balancing approach, only those 
processes of heavily loaded node are migrated to lightly 
loaded node whose execution has not started yet. In other 
words only new born processes can be migrated, running 
processes cannot be migrated in this system. In pre-emptive 
load balancing approach processes in any state of heavily 
loaded nodes are migrated to lightly loaded node where the 
process state could be new born or running or waiting. 
[17][19][20]. 

2. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) 

Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a standardized and 
portable message-passing system designed by a group of 
researchers from academia and industry to function on a 
wide variety of parallel computers. The standard defines the 
syntax and semantics of a core of library routines useful to a 
maximum size of users writing portable message-passing 
programs in Fortran 77 or the C programming language. 
According to R. Butler and E. Lusk P4 [2] is a 
third-generation parallel programming library, including 
both message passing and shared-memory components, 
portable to a great many parallel computing environments, 
including heterogeneous networks. Although p4 contributed 
much of the code for TCP/IP networks and shared-memory 
multiprocessors for the early versions of MPICH, most of 
that has been rewritten. P4 remains one of the “devices” on 
which MPICH can be built (see Section 41, but in most cases 
more customized alternatives are available. 

Chameleon Written by W.D. Gropp and B. Smith 
[3][4][18] is a high-performance portability package for 
message passing on parallel supercomputers. It is 
implemented as a thin layer (mostly C macros) over vendor 

message-passing systems (Intel’s NX, TMC’s CMMD, 
IBM’s MPL) for performance and over publicly available 
systems (~4 and PVM) for portability. A substantial amount 
of Chameleon technology is incorporated into MPICH. 

3. The Idea of New Research 

As it has been said before, the distribution rule can be 
based on remote execution or in process migration. Many 
authors have discussed about the benefits and drawbacks of 
process migration for the algorithm distribution rule.  

Some authors have concluded that migration cannot 
provide better performance than other alternatives like 
remote execution due to its costs, while others have argued 
that even when the costs of migration is high, it can 
significantly improve systems’ performance, especially 
when the systems are highly variable.[5] 

The dynamic load balancing algorithm mainly removes 
the bottle necks presented by the static co-scheduling 
approach thus making the cluster co-scheduling scalable. 
But it presents a larger communication overhead as 
compared to static load balancing algorithm because 
dynamic load balancing algorithm performs process 
migration. In a centralized load balancing algorithm, load is 
distributed uniformly among the processors. The only 
disadvantage is maximum time of the central processor is 
wasted in load balancing rather than process execution. 
Hence performance of the server decreases. A decentralized 
load balancing algorithm decision of load distribution is 
taken by all the node hence, each node has load of other 
nodes and communication overhead increases tremendously. 

In order to balance the load uniformly over a cluster 
system, one has to choose a mix of centralized and 
decentralized approach.  

This communication overhead and load balancing time 
depends upon the approach selected in the algorithm. Those 
approaches are given below; 

The load balancing algorithm for the clusters can be made 
more robust by scheduling all jobs irrespective of any 
constraints so as to balance the load perfectly. This work is 
extended to develop a new algorithm that modify dynamic 
decentralized approach so as to reduce the communication 
overhead as well as reduce migration time and also make it 
scalable. 

4. Authority Ring Periodically Load 

Collection for Load Balancing 

Algorithm (ARPLCLB) 

As said in above discussion, this algorithms mix two 
approaches - centralized and decentralized. The authority 
packet is circulated among the compute nodes. Whenever 
system is completely imbalanced, any lowly loaded 
processor can pick up this authority packet and get authority 
to become master node. Master node is responsible to 
balance the system. Every compute node can broadcast load 
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to others at certain period such that they can evaluate their 
current state to find whether the system is balanced or 
imbalanced. Hence the name of this algorithm is Authority 
Ring Periodically Load Collection for Load Balancing 
Algorithm in short it is (ARPLCLB) 

This section explains overall procedure, different policies 
used in the algorithm, Data structure used to build algorithm, 
and parallel algorithm  

4.1. Overall Procedure 

The Overall Procedure of this algorithm is given below; 
Step 1: After completion of every ring period, every 

processor passes or broadcasts information packet to all 
processor which consists of; 

1. Current status of the node 
2. Current load of the node with load factor 

Step 2: Every processor can store the current information 
as well as past information of all the processors.  

Step 3: Every processor collects authority packet from 
previous processor and circulate it to next processor.  

Step 4: When any Idle node or Low load node get 
authority packet then immediately it take the charge of 
master node and performs following activities; 

1. Create workload Distribution table using following 
process criteria; 
a. It chooses newly arrived processes. (That means 

new born Processes) 
b. It chooses processes which needs 80 % time for 

execution. 
2. Create Order packets according to Workload 

Distribution table 
3. Send order packet of all node to that appropriate node. 
4. After load distribution send authority packet to next 

node. 
Step 5: As soon as any node gets order packet they should 

follow the order of order packet to perform process 
migration.  

Step 6: Master node again starts authority ring means 
authority packet is circulated to each node of the LAN one 
by one again. 

Step 7: Repeats Steps 1 to 7 till cluster is not shut down 

5. Policies Used in ARPLCLB 

Algorithm 

Following Policies used in proposed dynamic load 
balancing algorithm. 

5.1. Load Information Policy 

Load information serves as one of the most fundamental 
elements in the load balancing process. Every dynamic load 
balancing algorithm is based on some type of load 
information. According to this algorithm, each load of 
cluster system has some current state. These CPU states can 
be idle, lowly loaded, normal or heavily loaded CPU. 

1. The CPU state can be idle state, if ready queue is empty 

and it is not executing any process and hence 100 % 
memory is available. 

0

0 & 100%
Qtotal

i

Pi MEMfree
=
∑ ≃ ≃  

2. The CPU state can be low state, if total number of 
processes < (less than) 
LOW_LOAD_THRESHOLD_VALUE (L) * size of 
queue (Qs) and more than 75 % memory (Memoryfree) is 
available. 

0

* & 75%
Qtotal

i

Pi L Qs MEMfree
=

≤ ≤∑  

3. The CPU state can be normal state if total number of 
processes < (less than) 
NORMAL_LOAD_THRESHOLD_VALUE (N) * size 
of queue and 25 % to 75% memory is available. 

0

* &25% 75
Qtotal

i

Pi N Qs MEMfree
=

≤ ≤ <∑  

4. The CPU state can be heavy state if total number of 
processes > (greater than) 
NORMAL_LOAD_THRESHOLD_VALUE * Size of 
Queue and less than 25% memory is available. 

0

* & 25
Qtotal

i

Pi N Qs MEMfree
=

≤ <∑  

5. The system balance depends on following criteria; 
• When all nodes are heavily loaded then system can be 

called as heavily balanced system. 
• When heavily loaded nodes are 1% to 85% and 

remaining are lowly loaded or idle or normal 
processors then system is imbalanced and need process 
migration 

• When no node is heavily loaded and may be idle or 
lowly loaded or normal loaded then system is called 
slightly balanced or slightly imbalanced system, and it 
does not require any process migration. 

5.2. Information Exchange Policies of ARPLCLB 

This information exchange policy depends on how node 
can be exchange load information with others. This 
algorithm uses periodic policy means it exchanges this load 
information after every certain number of time slot. This 
information policy is executed by all nodes. 

5.3. Process Transfer Policies of ARPLCLB 

Process can be transfer from heavily loaded processor to 
idle or lowly loaded or normally loaded processor. This 
policy is executed on master node. This policy can be 
mentioned as follows; 

1. System is heavily balanced if all CPU in the 
clusters are heavily loaded then it execute delay of 
1000 such that all CPU can execute their load to 
get relief from authority token ring. 
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2. When system is slightly balanced or slightly 
imbalanced, then system is in normal condition 

3. When system is completely imbalanced then this 
algorithm decides decision of process migration. 

4. For process transfer activity , it calculates the ideal 
load of each processor as follows; 

_ _
_

_ _

Total System load
Ideal load

Total Computenode cluster
=  

5. It transfers total ideal load processes from heavily 
loaded processor to lightly loaded processor 

5.4. Selection Policies of ARPLCLB 

A selection policy decides which process is selected for 
transfer that means process migration. The chosen process 
could be a new process which has not started, that means, 
new born process or an old process which is already starting 
its execution. If it is old process then it should satisfy 
following condition. 

1. If ( (rbt/bt*100>=80) Process is selected for migration. 

Re _ _
*100 90?: Pr _

_

maining Burst Time
ocess Migration

Burst Time
>=  

This selection policy is executed by master node. 

5.5. Location Policies of ARPLC 

Location policy decides selected processes for migration 
is migrated to which CPU For this activity , it select ideal 
CPU to migrate processes from heavily loaded CPU to 
lightly loaded CPU using following steps 

1. Select heavy loaded CPU 
2. Select first idle CPU 

a. If found go to 3 else b 
b. Select first low loaded CPU 

i. If found go to step 3 else ii 
ii. Select first normal loaded CPU 

3. Select process for migration to selected CPU 
4. Update load of that CPU 
5. Repeat 3 and 4 till Load of CPU < ideal load of the 

system 
This location policy is executed by master node. 

6. Parallel Sub Algorithms of 

ARPLCLB) 

This algorithm ARPLCLB is divided in to three parallel 
sub algorithms, that are; 

1. Authority token ring with Periodically Load 
collection algorithm(ARPLC) 

2. Load Distribution With Order Packet 
Algorithm(LDOP) 

3. Process Migration Algorithm(PM) 

6.1. Authority Token Ring with Periodically Load 

Collection Algorithm (ARPLC) 

This algorithm is similar to musical ball passing game. 
Similar to musical ball authority packet is moved around the 
logical ring of the compute nodes of the cluster. This 
algorithm circulates authority tokens between the processors 
such that they can choose their new master node when 
cluster system is imbalanced. This algorithm collects load 
information periodically. The master node CPU can be 
responsible to start authority ring, in this it passes authority 
packet to next nearby neighbor. When system is imbalanced 
then any lowly loaded or idle node picks up this authority 
packet to become new master node. This node conveys this 
information to all using new master indication packet. This 
is explained in following figure 1 

 

Figure 1: Authority token Ring with Periodically Load collection Algorithm 

(ARPLC) 

6.2. Load Distribution with Order Packet Algorithm 

(LDOP) 

When cluster system is imbalanced and new master node 
is decided by ARPLC parallel sub algorithm, then this new 
master node has load information of each node. Hence it 
decides load distribution using load information and 
distribution policy, process selection and location policy, 
accordingly creates order packets, and distributes or 
broadcasts this order packet to each node, and calls process 
migration algorithm which follows order of master node 
blindly. Maximum part of this LDOP algorithm is executed 
on master node and very minimum part of algorithm is 
executed on other compute node. This is explained in 
following figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Load Distribution with Order Packet Algorithm (LDOP) 
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6.3. Process Migration of Algorithm (PM) 

Once order packet is distributed by the new master node 
among all other compute nodes of the cluster then other 
compute nodes are automatically divided in to heavy load 
CPU group and idle or low load CPU group. And heavy 
loaded CPU transfers their own load to lightly loaded CPU. 
This is explained in figure 3. The load is transferred using 
two types of the packets , that means process control block 
packet whose size is fixed and then it transfers actual process 
to destination CPU such that it can be easily start its 
remaining execution on new processor. 

When process migration is over it again execute the 
ARPLC parallel sub algorithm to monitor system imbalance 
and distribute authority packet among the compute nodes 

 

Figure 3: Process Migration of (PM) Algorithm 

As it has been said before, the distribution rule can be 
based on remote execution or in process migration 

7. Performance of the Authority Ring 

with Periodically Load Collection 

Algorithm 

Table 6.3: Performance of Algorithm1 (ARPLCLB) 

Iteration 

of Outer 

Loop 

Total 

Process 

Migration 

Total 

Number of 

Rings 

New 

Master 

Old 

master 

1 9 2 2 0 

2 9 1 2 2 

3 8 6 2 2 

4 8 2 0 2 

5 8 1 0 0 

6 8 4 3 0 

7 9 4 0 3 

8 8 4 3 0 

9 8 1 0 3 

10 8 4 3 0 

For evaluating the performance of the above algorithm 
we implement algorithm run it on Rock cluster on centos 
operating system then it produces some output in data file. 
These data files are too lengthy hence only some result are 
given, following figure shows screen shot of the same 
during the execution. 

 

Figure 4: Screen shots of ARPLCLB(a) 

 

Figure 4: Screen shots of ARPLCLB(b) 

 

Figure 4: Screen shots of ARPLCLB(c) 

The authority rings continues, means system is currently 
in balanced state. When system is in imbalanced stage, then 
it performs process migration. The graph of outer loop 
iteration against process migration is given in figure 5; 
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Figure 5: Performance of ARPLCLB using Process migration 

As result shows, this algorithm migrates maximum 
number of processes in each number of iterations of the 
loop. Hence Maximum time of the CPU is wasting to 
perform process migration rather than process execution. 
Hence it is degradation of the system. 

The graph shows total authority rings verses iteration of 
outer loop. When total authority rings are more means 
system is currently in balanced state. 

The graph shows total authority rings verses iteration of 
outer loop. When total authority rings are more means 
system is currently in balanced state. 

 

Figure 5: Performance of Algorithm 1 Using Total Rings (ARPLCLB) 

The result of above graph states that every iteration of 
the ring migrates to too much processes. And this algorithm 
uses periodically load collection policy, hence, it uses too 
much communication overhead. The advantages and 
disadvantages of the algorithm are given below; 

8. Conclusion 

In order to balance the load uniformly over a cluster 
system, our proposed algorithm has used a mix of 
centralized, decentralized, approach. The performance of 
this algorithm gives better result many a time but due to 
heavy communication overhead and heavy process 
migration, affect the performance. All previous algorithms 
may either use centralized approach or decentralized 
approach. But this proposed algorithm uses both approaches. 
Hence in future work is extended to improve the result of 

this algorithm. The load balancing algorithm for the clusters 
can be made more robust by scheduling all jobs irrespective 
of any constraints so as to balance the load perfectly 

9. Future Enhancement 

This work is extended to remove all disadvantages of this 
proposed algorithm. As well as policies used in this 
algorithm is also improved. In future, this work can be 
extended to develop a two new dynamic load balancing 
algorithm to modify dynamic decentralized approach so as 
to reduce the communication overhead as well as to reduce 
migration time and also make it scalable 
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